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February 4, 2014

Winters: The real reason JC Penney left Wausau (column)

So, JC Penney’s store in Wausau Center mall is leaving us. Why?

Some people — with obvious partisan agendas — quickly asserted that it was Gov. Scott Walker’s
fault. But that kind of talk offers no serious analysis of our predicament.

Here is a straightforward answer: Stores leave because of sales and demographics.

Back in the 1990s, I was a market analyst at the headquarters of TDS Telecom Inc. There, I got to put
my hands on the latest software that corporations used to make decisions about where to locate. Even
back then a company could get detailed demographics of every nine-digit zip code in the country. The
demographics were then augmented by consumer surveys to create aggregate profiles of the
consumers in a given area.

The profiles all had names. If you lived in a zip code classified as “Wealth & Brains” for the nouveau
riche of the financial and tech industries, you can bet Starbucks would be putting a cafe on every
corner. People living in a place like Edgar were called “Blue Highways,” named for the state map color of
the two-lane roads that connect small towns. And, if the nickname for your zip code was “Hard
Scrabble,” you would be lucky to see a Pamida or Dollar General anywhere nearby.

I cannot even imagine how sophisticated those programs are now.

Wausau’s problem is that its demographics are getting less and less attractive. Since 1990, the city’s
population has only grown a quarter of a percent per year — about one-fifth of the national average. In
2011, the average income per tax return in Wisconsin was $47,640. For Wausau, it was only $41,620.
We have become a slow-growth, below-average-income community.

For a moment, imagine sitting in some corporate headquarters and ranking places to add or close
stores based on their sales growth potential. It is not hard to see why the Wausau location ends up
getting cut.

Now, add to the equation the facts that we have high property taxes and chronically have between
fourth- and sixth-highest unemployment of any city in Wisconsin. Don’t hold your breath waiting for a
Trader Joe’s to come to town!

There is no question that global economic fores are reshaping the landscape. It is true that JC Penney
is struggling nationally. The late Thanksgiving and having Christmas on a Wednesday took a bite out of
holiday sales. None of that helps the situation. Macy’s is closing stores too.

However, there are some things within our control. Our demographic problems are rooted in years worth
of policy mistakes by City Hall. To begin, we have not effectively used zoning to shape development.
Even though we have a city plan that calls for mixed-income and mixed-use neighborhoods, the city
stood by while rental homes became the majority on whole inner city blocks. Now we have blight.

Other cities have limited the concentration of rentals to 25 percent or 30 percent of an area.

More importantly, the city has focused too much of its economic development resources on parks,
public works and low-income housing. Too little has gone to projects that create jobs and add to the tax
base.
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Without growth in jobs and tax base, we end up with what we in fact have — high property taxes and
high unemployment.

This is not a good recipe to attract or keep sales-driven businesses, and we should be asking our city
officials what they are going to do to fix things.


